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WISKA: New cable glands und classifications  

WISKA is going to present its comprehensive range of cable glands as well as its new highlights CLIXX 

and HatGLAND at the SPS/IPC/DRIVES show in Nuremberg, from 23 – 25 November. 

HatGLAND is an in-house designed cable gland following the high demands of Hygienic Design in, for 

instance, the food and chemical industry as well as medical technology. The new WISKA cable gland 

has a 25 % slope construction form and avoids any recesses or grooves. Therefore, it allows for a clean 

draining of liquids and avoids any dirt collection. Completed by the gap-free sealing concept, 

HatGLAND meets with all requirements in terms of cleaning of components in plant construction. 

The new two-component cable entry CLIXX consists of a membrane in its inner part, through which a 

cable only needs to be pushed and will get strain-relief at the same time. CLIXX itself is clipped into the 

hole from the outside without any thread – its sealing lip and snap fit ensure a reliable sealing within the 

enclosure. Compared to a standard cable gland, the IP 66/67 CLIXX saves up to 80 % of assembly 

time. Thanks to its space-saving and inconspicuous form, it is particularly suitable for hard-to-reach 

places and design fields of applications, for instance, in the lighting and building services engineering, 

switching gear construction and solar energy. 

But also with its already established product range, WISKA is well prepared for new markets: The 

complete SPRINT cable gland system has been certified by the UL (Underwriters Laboratories) for the 

American market. After several WISKA cable glands had already been certified by GOST-R, now also 

all EX cable glands and accessories have been approved accordingly to the Russian market. Visit 

WISKA at SPS/IPC/DRIVES: Hall 5, stand 445. www.wiska.de 
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Picture subtitles 
Photo "CLIXX_COMBI": "CLIXX: Space-saving and inconspicuous“ 

Photo "CLIXX_COMBI_inside ": "CLIXX: Reliable sealing thanks to sealing lip and snap fit“ 

Photo "HatGLAND_cable ": "HatGLAND: Hygienic Design at IP 68/69K“ 
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